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Domestizing the Absurd
Making a Home out of the Communist Blo c in Romania

Jill Massino
Departnient of History, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana

I initially envisioned writing a piece which
was to be an extend ed metaphor examining the
connection between th e communist bloc and the
Romanian character. I ca me upon this idea
shortly after my arrival in Romania. On my way
to work everyday I passed endless rows of drab,
crumbling, unsightly dwellings appearing wholly
incapable of offering an y degree of hos pitable
refuge outside of th at which might be coveted by
penniless squatters or forlorn tran sients. In a
similar manner, each day I passed endless rows
of dour, sullen, tim ewo rn fa ces exhau sted by
hours of laboring away at mind-numbing jobs.
Outside of th e new acquaintances I had met and
the delectable culin ary delights that I sampled,
Buchares t app eared to me the quintesse ntial
urban wasteland with its endless heaps of trash,
roaming packs of stray dogs, and decaying buildings. However, my impressions of th e city soon
changed as I made more acquaintances and, in
particular, passed more of my tim e in th e homes
of my fri ends and th eir famili es. No t only was I
con stantly charmed by th e food , drink and
laughter se rved up in the typical Romanian
hou sehold, but I was also amazed by the efforts
made to maintain a clean , tid y and orderl y home
within these gray, decayin g monolith s. This
great di sparity between exterior and interior,
both as it appeared in th e built world and in the

Romanian personality, th en is what sudd enly
stru ck me as th e thin g that: made Romania and
her people so interesting.
On the exterior, prior to initiating conversation , Romanian s appeared cold , unfriendly and ,
for the most part, inhospitable. In a similar manner the bloc, prior to entering it, appeared cold ,
unfriendly and , for the most part, inhospitable.
However, as I traversed the boundary from exterior to interior an incredible transformation occurred for as soon as I actually met a Romanian
and embarked upon a friendship with one I discovered a world of warmth and generosity. Th e
interior of th e bloc offered similar qualities, its
decor, a mosaic of kitsch and antique heirlooms
produced feelings of warmth , th e dining room
table, laid with what seemed to be a never-ending supply of fo od, appeared as th e ultimate symbol of generosity. At first this great disparity between interior and exterior fa scinated me to no
end and I believed I could mould this metaphor
in such a way that would allow me to convey the
true beauty of the Romanian spirit. But as weeks
turn ed into months and as banal conversations
turned into heated discussions the futility of this
endavour becam e painfully apparent, for the nature of the Romanian persona is so complex that
an y metaphor, no matter how eloquently fashioned, would be insuffi cient in revealing th e
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great diversity of the Romanian character, as I
experienced it.
Thus humbled, I find it more productive and
hopefully more interesting, to simply offer some
of my thoughts about th e bloc as an architectural
entity, as a product of the communi st project
and, more generally, as a ph ysical space developed for human habitation. Central to this examination is how I, as a Westerner who is accustom ed to living in a spacious, well constructed
and visually appealing home, perceive the bloc as
a human living space. Thu s, I will offer th e
thoughts, feelings, and images that are aroused
within me when I view th e bloc. Additionally, I
and his
hope to demonstrate how
clan, in their crazed effort to develop a dwelling
ideally suited to the ' new man' succeeded, at
least partially, in subverting traditional notions
of the home. Finally, I will focus of the efforts
made by Romanians, in light of the spatial and
aesthetic restrictions imposed by the bloc, to retain traditional elements of the home, and what
these efforts reveal about the Romanian spirit.
Western Perceptions of the Bloc
A few words immediately come to mind when
I view a bloc, namely hideous, surreal, and absurd. This progression of thinking not only
stems from the fact that these buildings are ugly
or architecturally unsound, but because they are
so pervasive. I could walk the streets of Bucharest for hours, travel to
Cluj or even
and Bukovina and
venture as far as
still I would not be able to escape the ubiquitous
bloc. For me, as a Westerner, it is the omnipresent nature of the bloc that I find impossible
to stomach, for while blocs do indeed exist in
America, th ey are tucked away in depressed and
dilapidated areas known as 'the projects' and are
refe rred to as 'public housing' a term, though
while possessing humanistic connotations in
communist parlance, has pejorative ones in modern-day capitalist jargon.
Constructed for th e purpose of housing as

cheaply as possible the eco nomically disadvantaged, public hou sing, for the most part, shelters
the un employed, immigrant, mentally and physically challenged and , in some cases, impoverished elderly populations. Though initially these
dwellings were built in relatively pleasant and
safe neighbourhoods, over the years they have
declined rapidly and are now characterized by
high levels of crim e, poverty and general. disorder. Today 'th e projects' stand as festering blemishes upon America's architectural landscape,
objects of shame and embarrassment, both for
those who are forced to reside in them and those
who hurri edl y pass through them en route to
more desirable parts of th e ci ty. And, for those
who actually live in 'public housin g,' fear is
added to this equation, for since poverty and
apathy often give birth to crime and aggression,
many of th e project's younger dwellers have chose n gang membership as their rite of passage
and, in many cases, means of sustenance.
As a result ones neighbour may actually be
ones enemy. Unfortunately, it is the innocent
and often young female or elderly population s,
that suffer most severely from the violence meted
out by this marginalized group. Thus, rather than
passing ones time within th e immediate environs
of the project, most of its inhabitants hastily rush
to the relative safety of th eir own units, painfully
aware of the risk involved if they choose to linger
outside for any period of time.
Yet even if danger was not a deterrent, the
idea of spending one's leisure tim e in within the
project's surrounding area is not even remotely
inviting, for there are neither backyards upon
which children can play nor gardens in which
flowers can be grown. Beyond these realities, th e
dwellings themselves are anything but appealing
for upon entering, one is confronted with a great
labyrinth of graffiti-covered concrete and
garbage. Tal(ing these factors into consideration,
it is no surprise that the term which is often employed when referring to these dwellings is 'concrete jungle', for the material that is utilized in
th ei r construction, their lack of green space,
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th eir sheer imm ensity and the social milieu th at
bas developed aro und th em, evokes the image of
a type of post-modern jungle. On many levels
th en, public housing in Ameri ca, both in its initi al co nce pti on and in its current usage, stands
in sharp co ntrast to the communist bloc.
Housing the 'New Man'

Th ere are many ways in whi ch the communist

bloc differs from its Wes tern co unterp art. To
begin with , the inspiration fo r the communi st
bloc lay not in providing a subsidized, substandard Ji ving space to th e destitute and und erpri vileged, but rather in offering the ' new man' and
bis family a clean , modern and fun ction al living
space. Predi cated on th e socialist trinity of equality, uniformi ty and co mplete rupture from th e
pre-communi st past, th e communist architectural
project was an ambiti ous, th ough undoubtedl y
maniacal, attempt to co mpletely refashion the visual landscape of not onl y Romania but also most
citi es and towns within th e communist sphere.
Since the creation of a new, egalitarian, and progressive society presupposed th e total destruction
of all thing antithetical to the communist doctrine, th e Party's appetite for eliminating Romania's pre-communist past was so insatiable that
practically anything and anyone was considered
suitable for destru ction . Thus, not only homes,
but hi stories, memories, ideas, lega cies , and
human lives were destroyed in the name of communi sm. Though all countries that fell under th e
Soviet yoke suffered immense loss-human or
otherwise - Bucharest stands as one of the most
poignant visual testaments to the total lunacy of
the communist project.
The attempted erasure of the past was an essential precondition for the development of the
communist project for, how could this 'new man'
evolve and truly serve the party and his fellow
comrades if he was daily confronted with books,
songs, or dwellings that recalled th e inequality,
oppression, and injusti ce whi ch (supposedly)
chara cterized Romania's pre-communist era?
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The communist logic was simple. if a ' new man'
was to be created then a new type of dwelling, in
line with the needs of this 'new man,' was also to
be created. Additionally, the communi sts were
keenl y awa re of the power of th e visual, and
thu s, if as many reminders as possible of Romania's pre-communist past co uld be destroyed, any
sacri fices - eco nomi c, social, do mes ti c - demanded by th e pa rty might not only appear acceptable, but eve n des irable.
Though not all symbols of Bucharest's ri ch
and varied architectural heritage fell victim to
the wrecking ball, most dwellings whi ch were
spared were used for governmental, cultural or
institutional purposes, or were appropriated by
elite party members fo r private use - th e blatant
hypocrisy of a model communist living in a spacious, highly sty lized, turn of the century residence with a plush garden was evidently not considered a contradicti on of communist party
doctrine. Nevertheless, for every one building
that wa s saved, innumerable others were destroyed, a reality, which has permanently scarred
the visual landscape of Bucharest.
Th e ju stification for such widespread destru ction was that th e new blocs were infinitely
more efficient in housing the massive population
which, in th e future, would only continue to
. grow ad irifinitum since the ultimate success of
this 'new society' rested upon the creation of a
hea rty and voluminous population. Though to
be sure the spatial efficiency of the blocs cannot
be denied, this argument does not help to explain why aesthetics and structural soundness
was compromised, nor why Orthodox churches
were sacrificed as the party set off upon its wild
rampage to totally redesign Bucharest. After efficiency the ideal dwelling was to reflect the concepts of simplicity and uniformity. Th erefore
anything even minimally decorative, because it
tend ed toward the frivolou s, nonessential and
bourgeois, was consid ered antithetical to the
communi st ideal. Rather beauty, if this term
even existed in the communist lexicon, lay not so
much in appearance or design but in utility. In
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th e minds of party architects, the blocs were
beautiful because they were predicated upon the
notion of utilitarianism. This preferen ce for utility however, was not a sin in and of itself for,
more than any other architectural movement,
the Bauhaus superbly succeeded in demonstrating that beauty need not be sacrificed when the
aesthetic is subjugated to th e functional. Indeed,
had th e communists adopted th e method s of
Gropius and his gang they too may have succeeded in melding the utilitarian with the aesth etic, creating dwellings that were not only
structurally sound and functional but also, aesth etically appealing or, at bare minimum, visually interesting. Tragically however the party only
borrowed the Bauhaus concept of utilitarianism,
compromising both structural integrity and aesth etics in the name of economics and efficiency.
Because neither stru ctural so undness nor
aesthetics were qualities taken into consideration in its design , the bloc is far from being a
direct descendant from Bauhaus architecture.
Rather it is descended from the Russian corruption of the Bauhaus style and, as such, stands as
a type of architectural ba stard. Oddly, while
was in the midst of de-Russifying Romania and imbuing communism with a nationalist flair - apparent most visibly in Romania's
withdrawal from COMECOM - he made no effort to instill the dwelling of the 'new man' with
attributes refle cting the Romanian heritage.
Thus, while historians, archaeologists and philosoph ers expended their energies on demonstrating th e 'ethnic purity' 'cultural superiority'
and 'historical longevity' of the Romanian people, communist architects were apparently lost
in slumber. As state-sanctioned artists renounced
the Soviet artistic style of socialist realism, statesa nctioned architects unflinchingly immersed
th emselve s in the architectural language of
KJ1rushchev. In denying the bloc even the minutest detail of nationalist garnish, Romania conformed with other countries of the Soviet bloc
and, as a result, its architecture stands in direct
contradiction to national communist ideology as

advanced it. Then again, if
cu 's brand of national communist aesthetics
would have bee n applied in the designing of the
bloc, all of Bucharest might now be composed of
miniature versions of the Casa Poporului; a fate
perhaps far worse th en the endless sea of blocs
which now engulf the city.
On the whole however, the Party was not as
much concerned with conveying nationalist sentiment through architecture as it was in saving
money and, in my opinion, destroying traditional notions of the home. In designing, drab, uniform and spatially restrictive dwellings, party architects divorced the personal from the home.
Indeed, since th e 'new man' was to spend most
of his time away from the home, working, taking
part in parades and festivals, attending party forums and lectures, and in general, touting th e
communist line, what need was there for a visually appealing, comfortable, and hospitable
home? Furtl1ermore, as th e home - at least on
th e exterior - was no longer to be a medium for
expressing the self, the ' new man ' need no
longer occupy himselJ with having a better, more
impressive home than his neighbour. The home
wa s to serve the most ba sic functions; it was
where one ate, slept and bathed. Therefore, it
was the intent of the party to mak e private
spaces as unapp ealing as possible, for if th e
home was too cozy, too comfortable, or too hospitable, one might spend too much time there,
in a private space away from party supervision. If
the home retain ed its traditionali st elements
such as privacy, comfort and uni-functional
rooms, the evolution of th e 'new man' and indeed, the entire communist project, might be
compromised, as the individual might prefer to
stay at home, reading, thinking, engaging in conversation with neighbours and fri ends, betraying
the party. Without 'a room of one's own' the individual would not have a thought of one's own,
or so the communist logic went. Viewed from
this persp ective th e communist bloc was designed so as to discourage the individual from
taking pleas ure .in the home.
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Fortunately however, the communists succeeded neith er in constructing a 'new man' nor
in constructing a dwelling suitable for the evolution of this 'new man.' Indeed, despite and also
because the Party was so relentless in its efforts
to destroy th e notion of th e home, both as an architectural entity and social constru ct, in response most Romanians went to great lengths to
ensure that their dwellings still retain ed traditional elements of th e home.
Humanizing the Bloc

The efforts made by Romanian s to maintain
the home as a clean, comfortable and hospitable
place of refuge are most poignantly clear with respect to the interior. If th ere existed one part of
the hom e over which the communist had little
control, it was the interior. Thus, while the exterior is characterized by a cracking, weatherstain ed fagade, 'adorn ed' with sagging balconies,
the interior stands as th e pinnacle of cleanliness
and order and displays a strong penchant for traditional culture and modern kitsch. In fact, it is
often the interior of the bloc where the Romanian heritage is most visibly expressed in the
form of ceramics, textiles and folk art. In recreating ' ... a peasant home on th e tenth floor' th e
inhabitants of th e bloc were, in a se nse, working
along th e sa me lines as
in that they
were 'nationalizing communism.' Though, to be
sure, much of the prefab furniture that can be
found in the blocs depart minimally from that
whi ch occupi es the
sa m e s pa ces 1n
their Poli s h or
Czech counterparts,
it cannot be denied
that Romanians
went to great
lengths to ex press
their di stinct heritage by the way in
which th ey decorated the interior of
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th e bloc, thereby ensuring that the home remained a medium for personal expression .
The skill with which Romanians have been
able to convert the bloc into not only a habitable
human space, but also a visually appealing and
comfortable one, is quite impressive. Indeed ,
thi s domesti c fea t is a reflection of the Romanian penchant for perseveran ce and resourcefulness and an almost innate ability to transform
the absurd into the beautiful. The way in which
Romanians have adapted to th e spa ce co nstraints imposed by the bloc, is, in pa rti cular,
wholly amazing. Since the blocs were designed
in order to accommodate only the most basic
human functions, namely ea ting, sleeping and
bathing, rooms which were traditionall y utilized
for the purpose of relaxation or entertainm ent
(the living room or parlor room) were considered
unn ecessary and superfluous and as such not accounted for in th e overall design of the bloc. As
a result, in almost every bloc no differentiation
between living room and dining room exists.
Thus, th e 'grea t room ' has multifunctional
properties, serving as the place wh ere the family
takes th eir evening and holiday meals, where
guests are entertain ed, where soccer matches and
feature films are viewed and, wh ere one, two or
possibly three of the children sleep. In a similar
mann er the balco ny is a multipurpo se space,
housing si multan eo usly clea ning supplie s,
pickled vegetables and preserves and the family
laundry. Naturally, maintaining order and cleanline s under such circumstances is also a neve rending battle and
thus eve ry Romanian woman sho uld
be awarded th e equivalent of the Nobel Prize for housek ee ping for her
achi eve m ent s in
this realm.
From a decorative
perspective th e inte rior of the bloc
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displays an assortment of styl es ranging from
such family heirlooms as crystal wine goblets
and delicately hand-crafted linens to such factory
produced, mod ern furni shings as a lacquered
dinning room set and ceramic curios. Th e bloc is
thu s an interesting mix of the traditional and the
mod ern as mass-produced miniature angels rest
upon an antique lace tablecloth and a bouquet of
nylon flowers emerge from a black ceramic vase

from Moldova. At first, for the Westerner, such a
display appears haphazard, unstylish and even
tacky. However, when one takes into consid eration th e spatial and aesthetic constraints imposed by th e layout of the blocs well as the limited amount of furni shings available in mo st
stores-especially during the communist period it is clear that most Romanians have been victorious in their domestic battle against the absurd .
In the sa me way that Romanians succeed in
humanizing the interior of th e bloc, th ey succeed in humanizing the exterior, reconnecting it
with nature by adorning its imm ediate foreground with flowers, shrubb ery and in so me
cases grapevines. Indeed, for me, as a Westerner
who is accustomed to highly stylized homes surround ed by plush gardens, th e beauty of th e
flora which adorn the blocs appear more striking
because they contrast so sharply with th e overall
drabness of th e dwellings. Additionally, despite
the apparent uniformity of the blocs, th ere does
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exist a relative degree of variation among the
blocs from region to region. For exa mple while a
bloc in
stresses its uniqu eness in th e
form of a slanted, Germani c-style rooftop chara cteri sti c of alpine dwellin gs, in S
som e exud e an old-world style through the medium of color, namely cheery pink and yellow
pastels. These realities are evidence that, at least
in certain municipalities, either the architect or
a particular public official had a level of creative
control over how th e dwelling for the 'new man '
was to he designed.
The Bloc Today
Today the overall face of the bloc is changing. For instance, where in Piata Unirii , prior to
the revolution, the bloc was just a living space,
prese ntly it se rves as the ba ckground upon
which products, or more appropriately institutions, such as Coca-Cola and Pepsi are advertised. Yet, far from being an Eastern European
version of Piccadilly Circus, these towering,
neon-saturated monoliths exude a post-apocalyptic aura reminiscent of images one might find in
such films as 'Blade Runner' or 'Brazil'. Yet the
vitality and luminosity which characterizes Piata
Unirii is by and large an anomaly. Indeed, in
most areas of th e city th e blocs are in a varying
state of decay. Though in the North on Calea
Floreasca th ey are in good condition, adorned
with vibrant flowers and curving vines, in areas
such as Militari and Basarah their crumbling,
water-stained facades appear as fe stering scars
upon Bucharest's visual landscape. Additionally, the many
shells of blocs which
pepper the city, covered, as they are, with
graffiti and surrounded by heaps of tra sh
give one the sensation
that Romania is being
ravaged by war, not
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economic insolvency.
However it is not simply the physical appearance of th e bloc that is degenerating but also th e
social climate surrounding it, as th e emergence
of forlorn and often violent youth who loiter
around the blocs, better known as 'Baietii de
Ca rtier' (boys of th e quarter) are - like their
American counterparts found in public housing
- contributing to the decline of certain neighbourhoods. Their appearance, combined with
th e exponentially increasing canin e population,
furth er intensifi es th e already chaotic atmosph ere characterizing certain communities of
blocs. Unfortunately, it see ms that the stru ctural
condition of th e blocs, as well as th e social milieu that has developed around th em, will only
continue to declin e as the government (apparently) has neither the financial wherewithal nor
inclination to improve th e current situation.
In the end, despite the fact that Romanians
have succeeded so well in humanizing the blocs,
the unappealing fact remains that th ey are th e
primary living option for the majority of Romanians . What's more those who do not already
own a bloc are forced to rent or buy them at
exorbitant prices. The idea of having to sacrifice
nea rly - and in some cases more than - ones entire monthly wage for such horrific dwellings can
he con sidered nothing outsid e of tragic. But
what is to be don e? Unless th e economic situation of most Romanian s improves exponentially,
there remains no alternative living choice save
the bloc, for the bea utiful homes in such areas of
Cotroceni and Aviatorilor are inaccessible to all
but the wealthy few. It
is clear than that the
only way the blocs can
be extri cated from th e
Romanian landscap e
is by the pa ssage of
time or via natural
di saste r though we
can always hope for a
qui cker and less destructive solution.

